When you catch your first glimpse of Austin Keen, dreadlocks and all, you might be wondering what type
of person this dreamer turned professional Skimboarder really is.
You might make the typical assumptions, but your first impressions and subsequent meetings with
Austin will prove you wrong time and time again.
Austin is an atypical world-champion athlete. Yes, he’s incredibly gifted, but he’s anything but
egotistical. He’s refreshingly down to earth, easy to work with, and a consummate professional in any
scenario – never forgetting himself or his audience.
Even though he’s not immersed in the everyday operations of the brands he represents, he shows
genuine interest in the company/brand’s wellbeing. He’s one of our biggest cheerleaders and believes in
the growth and prosperity of our business.
Austin is a selfless innovator. He constantly brings creative thinking and fresh new ideas to anything he’s
working on – regardless of what it means for him.
When it comes to sticking to commitments or delivering what he’s promised to deliver, Austin exceeds
all expectations. For him, when a promise is made, a promise is kept. Never a concern about his integrity
or willingness to get things done.
Finding an individual who’s equally competitive and compassionate is hard to come by these days.
Austin has an uncanny ability to put other people’s needs first while still competing on the highest level,
and highest stage possible. He loves to reach out and lift those in need and makes it a priority in his life.
Communication and conversation with Austin is always easy, enjoyable and comfortable. Never a dull
moment. Knows how to strike the ideal work-pleasure balance.
We consider ourselves fortunate to be part of Team Austin and to have Austin on our team as well.

Much Appreciated,
Scott Brady, Director of Marketing
Del Sol & Cariloha
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